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HDL and 
Swing system
Efficient use of space in strawberry 
cultivation
Building a greenhouse requires a considerable investment. Not only the construction 
itself but also the climate and control systems are expensive. It is therefore always 
beneficial to increase the number of plants per square metre where possible. The same 
applies in situations where there is limited available ground. Metazet FormFlex offers 
solutions: systems which allow you to considerably increase efficiency. Using a Metazet 
FormFlex swing system or HDL system also provides the ideal solution for even more 
sustainable production. After all, production is boosted without increasing the amount of 
energy needed. Our swing system or Heavy Duty Lift System (HDL) increases the number 
of plants per m2 by up to 145% versus regular greenhouse cultivation. Both systems are 
suitable for installation in existing or new build plastic or glass greenhouses, as long as 
the greenhouse construction itself is strong enough of course.
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HDL System 
The HDL system enables anything up to approximately 45% more 
efficient use of cultivation space. This is a particularly popular buy  
among those clients with limited available ground. It naturally  
requires a higher investment, both in the systems and in the  
greenhouse construction. Cultivation gutters are suspended under  
the entire roof. By moving the gutters vertically, you create space  
for your employees to be able to move among the plants.

Swing system
The swing system allows you to opt for a relatively minor investment  
yet achieve up to 20% more efficient use of your cultivation space.  
By installing 1 or 2 extra cultivation gutters under a roof, you can simply 
grow more plants. When those cultivation gutters can slide sideways,  
you create working paths for employees to tend to plants and harvest 
them. Check out the swing system video via the link here.
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Check out the 
video showing  
our swing system


